DATE: March 27, 2008

PROJECT: Islington Street Corridor

MEETING LOCATION: Levenson Room, Portsmouth Public Library

PARTICIPANTS: Consulting Team; City Manager and Staff; EDC; General Public

PURPOSE: Visioning Report and Master Plan Approaches Discussion

1. WELCOME + INTRODUCTIONS

2. WHERE WE’VE BEEN
   - review of Visioning Votes feedback (ppt and wall boards)

3. WHY WE’RE HERE
   - share big ideas of three urban design approaches
   - unpack these big ideas into accessible and efficient strategies for change
   - involve the public in interactive feedback

4. VISION STATEMENTS
   - a patchwork quilt community
   - a rich streetlife
   - iconic gateways and anchors

5. UNPACKING THE APPROACHES
   - plan elements
   - implementation tools
   - timeline

6. WORKSHOP SESSION

7. NEXT STEPS